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ISIL DEPLOYS IN UKRAINE TO OPEN FRONT AGAINST RUSSIA
July 16, 2015 farsnews.com reported: “The ISIL expanded its reach to Russia after it declared sending forces to Ukraine.
Egypt's al-Youm al-Sabe' news website reported on Thursday that a number of ISIL terrorists, supported by the US, have stationed on
Ukrainian soil to fight against the Russian forces.
The report came after the ISIL declared a governorate in the North Caucasus region in June, opening a new front in the rivalries between
ISIL and al-Qaeda.
The ISIL declared a governorate called Wilayat Qawqaz (Caucasus) on June 23 following a pledge of allegiance to ISIL by some senior
militants in the area.
The ISIL Takfiri terrorists currently control shrinking swathes of Syria and Iraq. They have threatened all communities, including Shiites,
Sunnis, Kurds, Christians, Ezadi Kurds and others, as they continue their atrocities in Iraq.
Senior Iraqi officials have blamed Saudi Arabia, Qatar, and some Persian Gulf Arab states for the growing terrorism in their country.
The ISIL has links with Saudi intelligence and is believed to be indirectly supported by the Israeli regime.
ROUHANI GLOATS: WE ACHIEVED ALL OUR GOALS IN NUCLEAR DEAL
July 15, 2015 Arutz Sheva reported: “Iranian President Hassan Rouhani gleefully received the nuclear deal his negotiators sealed with world
powers on Tuesday, glowing about how his regime had achieved all of its goals in the negotiations.
Rouhani stated that at the start of the talks, the two major goals of Iran were to remove all sanctions and keep its entire nuclear program
while continuing to develop that program, reports the semi-official Fars News Agency.
Iran got the US and other world powers to concede on those demands in the deal, with all sanctions lifted – including those unrelated to the
nuclear program, such as the ones on Iran’s terror commander, and the UN conventional arms embargo that is to be totally removed in five
years.
But despite the massive concessions, Iran is not forced to dismantle a single nuclear facility, beamed Rouhani.
He added that Iran will continue to ‘inject gas into its highly advanced IR-8 centrifuge machines, continue its nuclear research and
development, and keep its Arak heavy water facility and Fordo and Natanz enrichment plants under the agreement,’ according to Fars…”
WEST TO TEACH IRAN HOW TO BLOCK ISRAELI NUCLEAR SABOTAGE
July 15, 2015 Arutz Sheva reported: “Disturbing details of the Iran nuclear deal signed Tuesday continue to come to light, revealing why
critics are more concerned than ever.
One particularly interesting detail: Tucked away near the very end of the deal’s massive text is a section entitled ‘Nuclear Safety, Safeguards
and Security,’ which stipulates that the West will train Iran to thwart sabotage against its nuclear facilities.
According to text, Iran will learn how to secure its controversial and covert nuclear program from all threats thanks to training by the
‘E3/EU+3,’ another designation for the P5+1 countries consisting of the US, UK, France, Germany, Russia and China,
as well as the EU.
The section seemingly begins benignly enough, with a clause saying that ‘E3/EU+3 parties, and possibly other states, as
appropriate, are prepared to cooperate with Iran to establish a Nuclear Safety Centre in Iran, engage in workshops and
training events in Iran.’
But then things take a turn, with the same world powers obligating to ‘co-operation in the form of training courses and
workshops to strengthen Iran’s ability to prevent, protect and respond to nuclear security threats to nuclear facilities and
systems as well as to enable effective and sustainable nuclear security and physical protection systems.’
Leaving no doubts about the intentions, the text then promises ‘co-operation through training and workshops to
strengthen Iran’s ability to protect against, and respond to nuclear security threats, including sabotage.’…”
HORROR: ISIS BOOBY-TRAPS BABY TO EXPLODE
July 14, 2014 World Net Daily reported: “ISIS has become known for its depraved attacks on Christians and other people of other faiths in
the Middle East that include sexual assault, crucifixion, beheading and even the killing of children by sword or gun.
But a new report reveals that the Muslim organization marching across Iraq and Syria, claiming territory and portraying itself as a caliphate
of Islam, has descended even further.
To the level of booby-trapping and exploding an infant.
The report comes from the website of former Palestinian terrorist-turned Christian Walid Shoebat.
Shoebat on Monday cited Arabic language news sources in the Middle East reporting that in Iraq, Diyala Province Security Committee

Chairman Sadiq el-Husseini said, according to Al-Sumeriah News, that ISIS ‘booby trapped the baby north of Shirqat in the Saladin
Province and then in front of tens of armed ISIS men detonated it from afar.’
The report, according to Shoebat, added that the baby’s father was executed just weeks ago for participating in the killing of an ISIS
member.
Shoebat said the baby was then rigged and then detonated as part of a training exercise by ISIS to teach its fighters booby-trapping
techniques…”
NETANYAHU SLAMS ‘BITTER MISTAKE OF HISTORIC PROPORTIONS’
July 14, 2015 Arutz Sheva reported: “Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu reacted to the Iranian nuclear deal on Tuesday morning, after
Iranian and Western diplomats revealed a deal had been reached ahead of an official announcement of the agreement at noon Vienna time.
According to Netanyahu, ‘the nuclear deal with Iran is a bitter mistake of historic proportions.’
‘In every area where it was supposed to prevent Iran attaining nuclear arms capability, there were huge compromises,’ he added. ‘I will refer
later to the details of the agreement, but before that, I would like to say here and now – when you are willing to make an agreement at any
cost, this is the result.’
‘From the initial reports we can already conclude that this agreement is an historic mistake for the world,’ he later added, during a meeting
with Netherlands Foreign Minister Bert Koenders.
‘Far-reaching concessions have been made in all areas that were supposed to prevent Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons capability.
In addition, Iran will receive hundreds of billions of dollars with which it can fuel its terror machine and its expansion and aggression
throughout the Middle East and across the globe.’…”
EX-CIA CHIEF IRAN DEAL WORSE THAN WORTHLESS
July 13, 2015 World Net Daily reported: ““The current negotiations with Iran will provide Iran with $150 billion to fund terrorism and
pursue nuclear weapons, warned James Woolsey, former director of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency and current chairman of
Foundation for Defense of Democracies.
Speaking on ‘Aaron Klein Investigative Radio,’ broadcast on New York’s AM 970 The Answer and Philadelphia’s NewsTalk 990 AM or
online, Woolsey stated neither the negotiations nor any agreement that grows out of them ‘are going to substantively … do anything to stop
the Iranians from having a nuclear weapon.’
This is in contrast to White House press releases being issued on the subject, he said. Klein brought up his own report on WND
documenting that Israeli defense officials note Iran has been paying the salaries of Hamas’ so-called military wing.
Even the State Department confirmed in last month’s report that Iran’s ‘state sponsorship of terrorism worldwide remained undiminished.’
When asked whether Obama’s negotiations are merely an attempt to secure a legacy for himself, Woolsey replied, ‘Whatever he’s interested
in, his behavior is not restricting terrorism by Iranian-backed entities such as Hamas or … any others, and it is not moving us toward any
important restrictions on Iran’s development of nuclear weapons.’…”
SINAI THREAT: ISRAELI PLANES TO EILAT GIVEN ANTI-MISSILE SYSTEMS
July 13, 2015 Arutz Sheva reported: “In recent days defense systems against ground-to-air missiles have been installed in planes of the
Israeli airlines Arkia and Israir flying to the southern tourist city of Eilat, due to concerns that terror groups active
in the Sinai Peninsula will try to attack Israeli planes flying near the Egyptian border.
The order to install the defense systems was given by the Israeli security system two weeks ago after Islamic State
(ISIS) in Sinai claimed a rocket attack against Israel and staged a massive attack against Egyptian army bases in
Sinai, according to a report in Yedioth Aharonoth.
Security services fear that terrorists in Sinai will launch shoulder-mounted ground-to-air missiles targeting the
Israeli planes.
Israeli passengers have noted the bulging addition of the anti-missile system to the underbelly of planes flying to Eilat in recent days,
according to the report.
The defense system by Israeli weapons manufacturer Elbit, termed Magen Rakia (Sky Shield), is attached to the belly of the planes inside a
separate pod. It includes four sensors allowing the detection, identification, tracing and eventually the disruption of the path of any rocket
fired at the plane.
In recent days defense systems against ground-to-air missiles have been installed in planes of the Israeli airlines Arkia and Israir flying to the
southern tourist city of Eilat, due to concerns that terror groups active in the Sinai Peninsula will try to attack Israeli planes flying near the
Egyptian border.”...”
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